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INTRODUCTION 
Like any important concept, the quantity temperature has many uses, and 
thus, depending which are considered fundamental, is capable of many 
definitions. A frequent approach is to show the existence of an empirical 
temperature t from general postulates about the universe, and then to produce 
the usual absolute temperature T(t) from more detailed thermodynamic 
arguments. This discussion will suggest the need of greater care in obtaining 
t and will present a mathematically rigorous construction applying the 
Urysohn metrization lemma. 
Temperature is usually defined for thermodynamic systems in equilibrium. 
As is well known, each possible state of any such system can be completely 
specified by an n-tuple (li, 5,) *em, .&) of real state variables, which we 
abbreviate x; it then follows that all the states of any such system form a 
subset X of some finite-dimensional real vector space, which we designate W. 
In particular, for that traditional example, an enclosed body of gas in equilib- 
rium, each state is completely specified by the pressure p and the volume V, 
and the set of states is the first quadrant of the p-V coordinate plane. 
As usual, the discussion assumes that such systems can be isolated from 
the outside world if kept within so-called adiabatic walls or, without mixing, 
brought into thermal interaction with one another if placed in compartments 
of a common adiabatic enclosure separated by a so-called diathermic wall. 
From these postulates, one can then define between states the relation of 
thermal equilibrium. 
DEFINITION 1. For any two states x, y in X, we say that x is in thermal 
equilibrium with y, and write x6y, if two systems in the respective states x 
and y are observed neither to change when brought into thermal interaction. 
From its definition, this relation is clearly symmetric in x and y; from 
experiments, it is also found to be reflexive and transitive, that is, x0x for 
all x in X, and x8y, ~6% imply X&Z. These statements are summarized in 
Postulate 1, often called the zero’th law of thermodynamics; and imply, of 
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course, that the set X can be decomposed into disjoint equivalence classes, 
within each of which any two states are in thermal equilibrium. One can 
now try to characterize this relation by means of a function; the usual ways 
are those suggested in Definition 2. 
POSTULATE 1. 0 is an equivalence relation on X. 
DEFINITION 2. For any equivalence relation ~9 on X (and with the real 
line = R). 
(1) an equivalence function is a map F: X x X + R such that xBy 
iff F(x, y) = 0. 
(2) a labeling function is a map f: X -+ R such that xBy iff f(x) =f(y). 
Empirical temperature is simply a labeling function. For an abstract equi- 
valence relation, we shall see that such functions can always be constructed, 
but only if we permit discontinuous and even nonmeasurable dependence 
on the state variables. For many practical systems, however, such as a body 
of nearly ideal gas in some region of its state space, each equivalence class 
contains a unique state x = (rl , ..., ynW1 , &J where the yi are specified 
constants, and the remaining state variable &,, often called a thermometric 
property, can thus be used as a labeling function. This discussion assumes 
that by temperature one intuitively means something less pathological than a 
highly discontinuous function, and something less fortuitous than a thermo- 
metric property; so that a construction reflecting these prejudices is to be 
preferred. 
It may be considered quibbling to argue that the concept of temperature 
ought not to require the existence of a thermometric property; for such 
properties certainly exist and are conveniently used, in suitably bounded 
regions of the state space, to define and measure the temperature. Adopting 
however the fastidious viewpoint of this paper, one may argue that neither p 
nor V, the two common state parameters, is necessarily monotonic with 
temperature during a change of phase; thus a thoroughgoing definition by 
means of thermometric properties would most likely require a suitable 
family of them to cover all possible states, and would then in principle 
require numerous consistency conditions. Therefore, more abstract postu- 
lates, such as those advanced here, may be considered the fundamental 
conditions verified in each region by the existence of thermometric properties. 
Moreover, even for an ideal gas, that least troublesome of systems, one 
may regard the selection of p and V as an accident; and may then easily 
find variables (6,~) which can label states as effectively as (p, V), but neither 
of which can label temperatures uniquely. 
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For example, if we define 6 and 7 by 
p=t+q 
v = 4 + 7, 
then these equations can be solved for (t, 7) whenever u2 # 1. For one-mole 
samples of an ideal gas it is known that we can take t = p V, so that 
t = (f + q) (4 + 7) = u(5” + q2) + (1 + 0”) e-7 
at 





at (.& , Q) in the state space, a point at which p and I/’ are positive, we find 
at/at = 0 and a2t/&f2 < 0, so that t(E, 7s) has a maximum at &, and thus 
((t, 7s) is double-valued. Since t is symmetric in 4 and 7, a similar statement 
is true of r); that is, neither 6 nor r) is a thermometric property. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The equilibrium states of a thermodynamic system have been taken to be 
elements of an n-dimensional real vector space UI; on this space we now 
assume the usual topology Y and its derived Bore1 sets (well defined since W 
has a unique Hausdorff vector topology.) Also thermal equilibrium has been 
found to be an equivalence relation 8 on the subset X of all states; on this 
subset we thus take the relative topology Y induced by Y on W, and its 
derived Bore1 sets. To learn whether 0 has equivalence or labeling functions, 
we shall make the following definitions and then obtain some partial answers. 
DEFINITION 3. For any topological space (X, Y) and equivalence rela- 
tion 0 in X, we let 
(1) X/0 = the family of all equivalence classes in X 
(2) 0 = the projection from X to X/e, i.e., O(x) = {y : x8y) 
(3) 4’L = the quotient topology for X/S, i.e., 9 = {U : O-r(U) ~7). 
We assume X/e furnished with this quotient topology %, the largest topology 
for which 0 is continuous. 
LEMMA 1. The map f : X-t R is a labeling function for 0 iff there exists a 
one-to-one map f/t?: X/S + R such that f = (f 10) o 0. These maps determine 
each other uniquely, and both are continuous when either one is continuous. 
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PROOF. Given the map f/O, a map f is uniquely defined by the functional 
equation which relates them and is clearly continuous if f/e is continuous. 
Conversely, given the map f, a map f/e is uniquely defined by 
(f/t?) (O(x)) = f (x), since f has the same value on all elements of O(x); and 
f/S is clearly one-to-one, since f has distinct values on distinct classes O(x). 
Let f be continuous and A be an open set of R; then 
0-l ((+)j’ (A)) = f -l(A) E 9-, 
so that (f/Q-l(A) E @ by definition, and f/e is continuous. 
THEOREM 1. For any 0 there exists a labeling function f, not necessarily 
continuous or measurable. Conversely, if there exists a continuous labeling 
function f, then there exists a linear ordering in X/e compatible with 4. 
PROOF. Let # denote the cardinal number of a set, and observe that 
#(X/e) < #(X) < #(IV) = #(Ii); hence there exists a one-to-one 
map f/e : X/e -+ R, from which a map f is determined by lemma 1. 
If 0 is such that some equivalence classes are nonmeasurable, then some sets 
f-l(A), and thus the function f, will be non-measurable. Conservely, for any 
labeling function f we can transfer the usual linear order of R to the space 
X/e by means of the one-to-one map (f/0)-l; and if f is continuous then 
{O(x) : O(u) < O(x)} and {O(x) : O(x) < O(v)} are open sets. 
DEFINITION 4. The equivalence function F for 8 is called 
(1) symmetric if F(x, y) = F(y, x) for all x, y in X 
(2) uniform if F(x, a) = F(y, z) whenever xBy for all x, y, a in X. 
LEMMA 2. If there exists an equivalence function F for any 0, then there 
exists a symmetric equivalence function G for 8, such that 0 < G(x, y) < 1, and 
such that G is continuous, Borel-measurable, or uniform whenever F is respectively 
continuous, Borel-measurable, or umform. 
PROOF. Given F(x, y) we define 
F*(x, Y) = (F(x, yN2 + (F(Y, 4)” 
F*(x, Y> 
G(x’ ‘) = 1 + F*(x, y) 
Then the function G clearly has the desired properties. 
THEOREM 2. If there exists a labeling function f, then there exists a uniform 
equivalence function F, which is continuous or Borel-measurable whenever f is 
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respectively continuous or Bore&measurable. Conversely, sf there exists a unsform 
continuous equivalence function F, then there exists a Borel-measurable labeling 
function f. 
PROOF. Givenf(x), we define F(x, y) =f(~) -f(y); then the function G 
of Lemma 2 clearly has the desired properties. Conversely, given F(x, y) 
uniform and continuous, we can assume by Lemma 2 that F(x, y) = F(y, x) 
and that 0 < F(x, y) < 1. 
Now W, and thus the subset X, is a separable metric space; so let 
{a,:i=l,2;*.}b d e a enumerable dense set in X, let &x) = F(x, a,), and 
let Q(x) = (yl(x), q2(x), e**). Then vi is a continuous map from X into 
I = [0, 11, and @ is a continuous map from X into P (with the infinite 
product topology.) Since F is continuous, Q(x) = D(y) iff F(x, z) = F(y, z) 
for all z; and since F is uniform, the latter is true iff xey. But there exists1 
a one-to-one Borel-measurable map Y from PJ into R; so the map f = Y o @ 
is a Borel-measurable labeling function. 
LEMMA 3. Let Y be a separable, locally compact Hausdorflspace, and let C 
be a closed subset of Y. Then there exists a continuous map G : Y -+ R such that 
G-l(O) = C. 
PROOF. Let Y* = Y u {co} be the one-point compactification of Y, then Y* 
is a separable compact Hausdorff space and C u {m} is a closed, hence 
compact, set in Y*. Indeed C u {co} is a compact G6 set in Y*, since Y* 
is separable; so there exists2 a continuous map G* : Y* --+ R such that 
G*-r(0) = C u {co}. Therefore G = G* / Y is a function with the desired 
properties. 
THEOREM 3. Of the following statements, (I) and (2) are equivalent, and 
either implies (3). 
(1) There exists a continuous (resp. Borel-measurable) equivalence func- 
tion F for 6 
(2) 0 is closed (resp. Borel-measurable) in X x X. 
(3) O(y) is closed (resp. Borel-measurable) in X for any y. 
PROOF. We note that 0 = F-l(O) given F, that O(y) = 0 n ({y) x X) 
for any y, and that {y} x X is closed, hence Borel-measurable, in X x X, 
thus (1) + (2) ti (3) in either the topological or the measurable form. If 0 
is closed in X x X, then 8 = 8 n (X x X) where 0 is closed in W x W, 
1 For example, see lecture 1 of Wiener, N., Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory, 
The Technology Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1958. 
2 For example, see Theorems 5OC and 50E of Halmos. 
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and we may put W x W = Y, 8 = C, G the function of Lemma 3, and 
F = G 1 X x X. If 0 is Borel-measurable in X x X, then we may put F = 0 
on 8, and F = 1 elsewhere on X x X. In either case the resulting F shows 
that (2) 3 (1). 
COUNTEREXAMPLES 
To exhibit the possible range of pathologies for an unrestricted equiva- 
lence relation on X, we shall construct some examples which, by the results 
obtained so far, can be shown to flout several plausible conjectures about the 
functiofis F and f. For convenience, we shall take X = Wand r = 9’, although 
the results will hold on any subset X with nonvoid interior; also, we shall 
construct relations only of a type we call additive, which have some slight 
regularity but are compensatingly easy to characterize. To keep the examples 
brief ,we shall first prove three lemmas used in the construction. 
DEFINITION 5. The relation 0 in X is called additive if 
x8y * (x + z) 8(y + z) for all x, y, z in X. The relation 19(z) for any 
subset 2 of X is defined by x0(2) y iff x - y E 2. 
THEOREM 4. The map Z-+ q(Z) is one-to-one: from the family of all 
subsets of X onto the family of all additive relations in X, from the family of 
additive subgroups onto the family of additive equivalence relations, and from 
the family of closed additive subgroups onto the family of additive equivalence 
relations with a uniform continuous equivalence function. 
PROOF. For any relation 0 in X we define Z = {x - y : x8y) and note 
that 0 C e(Z). If x - y is in 2, then by this definition there exists z in X such 
that (x - x) 0(y - z); and if 0 is additive, then xey, so that e(Z) C 8. Con- 
versely, for each subset 2 of X the defined 0(Z) is a distinct additive relation. 
For any equivalence relation 0 on X the defined Z is an additive subgroup; 
for if xey and y& then x - x, -(x-y),and(x-y)+(y--)areinZ. 
Conversely, for each subgroup Z in X, by a similar argument, B(Z) is an 
additive equivalence relation. 
For any equivalence relation 0 with a continuous equivalence function F, 
the set 0 = F-l(O) is closed in X x X; and for an additive such relation the 
defined 2 = 0 n ((0) x X) is also closed. Conversely, for each closed 
subgroup Z there exists3 a coordinate system ([r , *.a, &J in X such that 
z =(x: 6, = *a. = [, = 0; [r+i = integer, ***, [, = integer; 
E s+l , *a* 6, arbitrary} 
3 For example, extend Section 7 of Knopp, K., Theory of Functions, Part II. Dover, 
New York, 1947. 
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for suitable r and s. Then a uniform continuous equivalence function is 
clearly given by 
I+, y) = i (& - vi)2 + f: sin2 45 - 7i) 
i=l i=r+1 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a compact topological space, let Y be an arbitrary 
Hausdorflspace, and let f be a one-to-one continuous map of X into Y. Then f 
is a homeomorphism of X onto f (X). 
PROOF. An arbitrary closed set C in X is clearly compact; hence-f(C) 
is compact in Y and therefore closed. Thus f maps open sets in X onto 
relative open sets in f (X). 
LEMMA 5. For any real number (II, let K(a) = (m + nol : m, n integers}; 
then K(ol) is an additive subgroup of R with Lebesgue measure zero. If 01 is 
irrational, then K( (Y is dense in R; and if E is any Lebesgue set such that )
E + K(or) C E, then either E or its complement has Lebesgue measure zero. 
PROOF (following Khinchin). Clearly K(or) - K(cu) C K(a), so that K(or) 
is an additive subgroup; and K(or) is denumerable, so that it has Lebesgue 
measure zero. If a is irrational, then K(a) contains nonzero real numbers 
arbitrarily near zero, and contains all integer multiples of these, so that it is 
dense in R. Let p denote Lebesgue measure, and, for any set A with 
0 < p(A) < co, let 6(E, A) denote the density of E in A, usually defined to be 
p(E n A)/p(A). If furthermore p(E) # 0, then for any positive E there 
exists4 an interval A for which S(E, A) > 1 - E; and since E + K(ol) C E, 
then for any K in K(ar) it follows that 6(E, K + A) 3 1 - E. Since K(N) is 
dense in R, we can cover R densely with intervals K + A, for any positive E, 
such that E has density at least 1 - E in every interval. Thus E’, the comple- 
ment of E, has density at most E, so that p(E’) = 0. 
LEMMA 6. Let H, be a Hamel basis for R, and let H be the additive sub- 
group generated by H, . Then H is a nonmeasurable dense proper subset of R. 
PROOF. Let K~ and ~~ be two elements of H,; then K$ is not an element of 
H, so that H # R, but 711~1 + n2~2 for all integers ni is in H, so that H is 
dense in R since the xi are incommensurable. For any real number h there 
exist unique rational numbers (Ye, a.*, or, and unique elements K~, a**, JC,, of 
H,, such that h = & E z, LX.K.* if m is the least common denominator of these 
rationals, then 
mX = i (ma,) K$ E H, 
i=l 
so that 
4 For example, see Theorem 16A of Halmos. 
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Now suppose that H is measurable. If p(H) = 0, then 
which is false; and if /A(H) > 0 then H = H - H contains an interval about 
the origin5, and since H is a group, this implies H = R, which is also false. 
EXAMPLE 1. Continuous equivalence function, piecewise continuous labeling 
function. Let X = R and 2 be the group of integers; then X/e(Z) = X/Z, 
which is topologically equivalent to the unit circle. Let j(x) denote the frac- 
tional part of the real number x, so that 0 <j(x) < 1; then x0(Z) y iff 
j(x-y)=O iff sin+X-y)=O, so that sin 7r(x - y) is a continuous 
equivalence function and j(x) is a piecewise continuous labeling function. 
NOW suppose that f is a continuous labeling function; then f/O(Z) is a one-to- 
one continuous map of X/e(Z) into R, and hence by Lemma 4 induces a 
homeomorphism of the unit circle into R, which is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 2. Continuous equivalence function, Borel-measurable labeling 
function. Let dim (X) = n > 1 and let Z be the set of all integer vectors in 
some coordinate system; then x0(Z) y iff j(fi - Q) = 0 for all i iff 
sin ~(8~ - Ti) = 0 for all i, so that Cy=r sin2 r(& - Q) is a continuous 
equivalence function. Let I = [0, I] and let J(x) = (j([J, e**, j(&)); then J 
is a piecewise continuous map of X into In, and there exists6 a one-to-one 
Borel-measurable map Y of In into R, so that Y o J is a Borel-measurable 
labeling function. Now suppose that f is a labeling function continuous on 
some open set of X; then f is continuous on some compact neighborhood U 
which extends less than one unit along any coordinate axis in X, and hence 
by Lemma 4, f is a homeomorphism of U into R, which is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 3. Borel-measurable but discontinuous equivalence function. Let 
Z be any Borel-measurable dense proper subgroup of X(e.g., any denumer- 
able, dense subgroup), and let g(x) = 0 if x is in Z, g(x) = 1 otherwise; 
then g(x - y) is a Borel-measurable equivalence function for e(Z). Now 
suppose that F is a continuous equivalence function; then F = 0 on Z x Z, 
and hence by continuity on X x X, which is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 4. Bwel-measurable equivalence function, nonmeasurable label- 
ing function. Let Y be a subspace of codimension unity in X, and y a vector 
not in Y, let Z = Y + K(cr) y, where K(ol) is the set of Lemma 5 and 01 is 
irrational. Then Z is a Borel-measurable dense proper subgroup of X, SO 
6 For example, see Theorem 16B of Halmos. 
@ For example, see Section 39 of Riesz and Sz-Nagy, Functional Analysis, Frederick 
Ungar, New York, 1955. 
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that there exists a Borel-measurable equivalence function by Example .3 
and there exists some unspecified labeling function by Theorem 1. Now 
suppose that f is a Borel-measurable labeling function; then if necessary we 
can replacef by tanhf and suppose - 1 <f < 1. Let E(X) = {x :f(x) < A] 
for every real number A; then E(X) is a Borel-measurable set, and K < A 
implies E(K) C E(h), so that p(E(X)) is a nondecreasing function. Also 
E(h) = 4 for h < - 1, and E(h) is a union of sets x + 2 for any A; so that by 
Lemma 5 either E(h) or its complement has Lebesgue measure zero. Finally 
let A, = sup {A : p(E(X)) = O}; thenf-l(h,) has the form x,, + 2 for some x,, , 
and thus has Lebesgue measure zero by Lemma 5, but also 
which is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 5. Nonmeasurable quivalence function. Let Y be a space of 
codimension unity in X, and y a vector not in Y; let Z = Y + Hy, where H 
is the set of Lemma 6. Now suppose that F is a Borel-measurable equivalence 
function for e(Z); then Z = O(0) is Borel-measurable by Theorem 3, which 
is impossible by Lemma 6. 
INTERVALS IN X/e 
These five counterexamples have shown that we cannot deduce a well- 
behaved empirical temperature merely from Postulate 1, so that we must 
make continuity and order assumptions to get the desired continuity and 
order properties. This may be begun in various ways, but the treatment 
proposed here, as compared with some others, may presume somewhat less 
on the obligingness of the universe. To the given concept of thermal equili- 
rium we now adjoin the concepts of a quasi-static process, required in any 
case for the Caratheodory statement of the second law of thermodynamics. 
By such a process we mean simply a curve in the state space X, on which 
no thermodynamic property is necessarily conserved, that is, a path as 
defined below. From the set of these paths and a more general family C we 
shall define intervals and betweenness in X/(3, and from modest additional 
postulates shall get a linear order in X/t9 and a continuous labeling function; 
to begin, however, with the linear order would be to assume superfluously 
the concepts of hotter and colder. 
DEFINITION 6. In any topological space Y, a path (p, I) is a continuous 
function p : I + Y, where I is some compact interval in R. The path (p, I) 
is said to join its ends, which are the points p (min I) and p (maxl). 
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DEFINITION 7. In X/O, we let C be the family of all continua, i.e., all 
compact connected sets. 
POSTULATE 2. The state space X is a pathwise-connected separable 
metric space, that is, a separable metric space in which there exists a path 
joining any two states. 
We have supposed W a finite-dimensional real vector space, hence a sepa- 
rable metric space, and have supposed X a subset of W, hence a separable 
metric space also; but we have used coordinates in X for examples only, 
and will need merely postulate 2 on X for the succeeding results. Thus we 
could now, for example, take X any pathwise-connected subset of a separa- 
ble Hilbert space. Furthermore, in our study of intervals it will be possible, 
and instructive, to use only properties of the family C, which contains the 
sets p(Z) for all paths in X/O; thus we could weaken the requirement that X 
be pathwise-connected to a list of the needed properties of C. But unlike 
this requirement, such a list would not have the simple physical meaning 
that there exists a quasi-static process joining any two states; thus we shall 
get properties of C from our postulate, and properties of intervals from C. 
LEMMA 7. (1) For any points a, 6 in X/O there exists a set A such that a, 
b E A E C. (2) For any sets A, B in C such that A n B is nonvoid, the set 
AvBEC. 
PROOF. For any points x in @-l(a), y in O-1(6) there exists a path (p, Z) 
in X with ends x and y; then a, b E @(p(Z)), which is the continuous image of a 
continuum I, and thus is in C. Also A u B is compact whenever A and B 
are each compact, and is connected whenever A and B have a common 
point and are each connected. 
DEFINITION 8. For any points a, b in X/O we define the intervals 
(1) [a:b] = n{A:a,bEAEC} 
(2) (a : b) = [a : b] -{a, b} 
THEOREM 5. For any points a, b, c, d in X/e we have 
(1) a, b E [a : b] 
(2) [a : b] = [b : a], (u : 6) = (b : a) 
(3) ZI E [a : c] G- [a : b] and [b : c] C [a : c] 
(4) b, c E [u : dj *bE[a:c] U[c:d]. 
PROOF. (1) and (2) are obvious from Definition 8, whence by symmetry 
we need prove only [a : b] C [a : c] of (3). But if b E [a : c], d E [a : b], and 
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a, c E A E C; then a, b E A by hypothesis, d E A similarly, and d E [a : c]. 
To prove (4) note that if b is not in [a : c] u [c : d] then there exist sets A, B 
in C such that a, c E A, and c, d E B, but b $ A u B. But A n B contains c, 
hence is nonvoid; so that a, d E A u B E C, whence b E A u B, a contra- 
diction. 
POSTULATE 3. X/e is a Tr space, i.e., each set {u} in X/O is closed. 
By the next lemma, this postulate has several equivalent, and persuasive, 
forms; by Theorems 2 and 3, the second form is necessary that on X there 
exist a continuous labeling function. From this postulate we shall get another 
property of C, and a corresponding property of intervals needed hereafter. 
LEMMA 8. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X/O is a Tl space, 
(2) {x : xey} is closed in X for any y in X, 
(3) ifx,Byandx=lim,x,foranyx,,x,, . . ..x.yinX, thenxey, 
(4) if x fly for any x, y in X then there exists a neighborhood U of x such 
that U fl y. 
PROOF. Since X is a metric space, the open spheres U, of radius l/n 
about x are a base for the neighborhood system of x. Thus (1) 3 (2) * (3) 3 
(4) 3 (1); for if (O(y)} is closed then W( O(y)) = {x : x 0 y} is closed; 
if {x : x 0 y} is closed then it contains the limit of any sequence in it; if 
x, E U,, and x, By then x = lim, x, , so that x 19 y when (3) holds; and 
(x : x fly> is open when (4) holds. 
LEMMA 9. For any points a, b, c in X/e with b E [a : c] and a, b # c, 
there exists a set B in C such that a, b E B but c $ B. 
PROOF. Let (p, I) with I = [a, ~1 be a path such that p(a) = a, p(r) = c; 
then p-l(c) is closed in I since (c) is closed in X/O, so that p-l(c) includes its 
minimum TV. But a < p since a # c, and (p, [a, p,]) is a path with ends a and c; 
whence by hypothesis there exists /3 in [01, ~1 with p(p) = b, and ,!3 < p since 
b # c. Thus put B = ~([a, /3]); then B has the required properties. 
THEOREM 6. If b E [u : c] and c E [a : b] for any points a, b, c in X/O, then 
b = c. 
PROOF. If b and c are distinct then Q cannot equal both, and we may take 
a # c since our hypotheses are symmetric in b and c. Thus by Lemma 9 
and the hypothesis b E [a : c] there exists a set B in C with a, b E B but 
c 6 B; which contradicts the hypothesis c E [a : b]. 
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BETWEENNESS AND LINEAR ORDER 
In the work of this section, we shall let a, b, c, and d be arbitrary points of 
X/e; and, from the concept of an interval in X/6, we shall define the statement 
that b is between a and c. It is convenient to do this so that a and c themselves 
are between a and c, and to specify b # a, c only when necessary, for then 
our theorems have fewer special cases. We shall next collect the properties 
which follow directly from earlier theorems, introduce the important tri- 
chotomy postulate, and show that it leads to a linear order in X/e. 
DEFINITION 9. In X/0 we define betweenness by 
(1) (abc) iff b E [u : c] 
(2) (abed) iff (abc), (abd), (acd), and (bed). 
THEOREM 7. In Xl9 we hawe’ 
(1) <aab), <abb), 
(2) (abc) iff (cba); (abed) iff (dcba), 
(3) (abc) and (adb) + (adc); (abc) and (bdc) =P (adc), 
(4) (abd) and (acd) 2 (abc) or (dbc), and 3 (acb) OY (dcb), 
(5) (abc) and (acb) * b = c, 
(6) (abd) and (bed) a (abed), (acd) and (abc) G- (abed). 
PROOF. (l)-(4) follow from Definition 9 and Theorem 5.1-5.4, respec- 
tively; (5) follows from Theorem 6. To prove (6), note that (abd) and (bed) 
imply (acd) by (3), and thus (abc) or (dbc) by (4). If (dbc) then b = c by 
(bed) and (5), so that (abc) by (1); thus (abc) in either case, and (abed) by 
Definition 9. 
POSTULATE 4 (trichotomy). At least one of (abc), (bca), and (cab} 
holds for any a, b, c in X/6. 
By Theorem 7.5 and this postulate, at most one of these statements holds 
when a, 6, and c are distinct. If we transfer the betweenness relation by 
0-l back to X, then for any x, y, z in X we shall have y between x and z 
iff the &equivalence class of y intersects any path joining x and z; and the 
postulate demands of any such three states that one, in this sense, lie between 
the other two. This is a strong requirement, but an essential one; for the 
(cross-shaped) union in R x R of the sets J x (0) and (0) x J, with 
J=[-l,l], t fi sa is es all parts of Theorem7 but not the trichotomy, with 
the natural geometric concept of betweenness. To construct in X/0 the linear 
’ Compare Section 3 of Hilbert, noting that <ad> here but not there. 
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order not present in this counterexample, an indispensable result of the 
trichotomy is the corresponding statement about four points.* 
THEOREM 8. For any points ai in X/0, i = 1,2,3,4, there exists a permuta- 
tion p of{l, 2, 3, 4) such that(a,(,)u,(,)a,(,)a,(4)). If the ai aredistinct, then v 
and pp are the only such permutations, where p : (1,2,3,4) -+ (4, 3,2, 1). 
PROOF. If there exists p such that <qm~,~,(~)) and <QP,w,(~)), 
then v has the desired property by Theorem 7.6. Thus if, as we can always 
do, we relabel the four points as a, b, c, d such that (abc), and if no such ~JJ 
exists; then our initial remark excludes (a&) and (bdc), and it similarly 
excludes (due) and (acd), which by Postulate 4 implies (adc). But, by 
Theorem 7.4, (ubc) and (adc) imply (adb) or (bdc), a contradiction which 
shows that p exists. Next if, as we can now do, we renumber the 
ai such that (a,a,a,u,), and if the ai are distinct; then (u,(~)u,(~)u~(~)), 
for 1 < i <i < K < 4 and any permutation # of { 1,2, 3,4}, implies 
WI < Hi) < t-W or (cl(i) > #(j) > #(K) by the trichotomy. Thus 
(a,(,)a,(,)a,(a)a,(*)) and consistency for all choices of i, i, and K imply that 
4 is either p or the identity map. 
DEFINITION 10. For any distinct b and c we let 
(1) U(c, b) = {u : b E (a : c)} = {u : (abc), a f c], 
(2) V(c, b) = X/O -{b} - U(c, b). 
We have found by Theorem 8 that any four distinct points of X/0 can be 
arranged uniquely as if on a line, and we could show by induction, without 
difficulty, that any n distinct points can be so arranged, but we shall instead 
consider the sets U(c, b) and V(c, b). Recall that a nest is a family of sets 
linearly ordered by inclusion, that is, a family in which either A C B or 
B C A for any members A and B; then we shall prove that a selection of the 
sets just defined is a nest, and thus construct a linear order in X/e. 
THEOREM 9. For any distinct b and c we have 
(1) If a E V(c, b) then U(a, b) = U(c, b), V(a, b) = V(c, b) 
(2) If a E U(c, b) then V(u, b) = U(c, b), U(u, b) = V(c, b) 
(3) The decomposition U(c, b) u {b) u V(c, b) is independent of c. 
PROOF. If a E V(c, b) then either (but) or (bcu) by the trichotomy; thus 
if (dba) then either (dbuc) or (dbca), whence (dbc), and conversely. If 
a E U(b, c) then (abc); thus if (dba) then either (abed) or (ubdc) by Theo- 
rem 8, whence either (bed) or (bdc), and conversely. But since b # c, the 
* Compare Section 3 of Hilbert, where this is an axiom. 
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last statement excludes (dbc), and conversely. Also if c’ # b then either 
c’ E V(c, 6) or c’ E U(c, b), and either case yields the same decomposition 
of x/e. 
LEMMA 10. 1j (abc) and b # c then U(c, u) C U(c, b), V(c, b) C V(c, a). 
PROOF. By Theorem 8, (due) implies (dabc) and thus (dbc); by Theorem 
7.5, d # a implies d # b. Thus U(c, a) C U(c, b), and the remaining state- 
ment follows by complementation. 
DEFINITION 11. For any distinct b and c we let 
(1) P, = U(c, a) if a E V(b, c) 
(2) P, = V(b, a) if a $ V(b, c) 
(3) F, = X/e -{a} - P, . 
LEMMA 11. If a’ E V(b, c) and a 6 V(b, c) then P,, C P, . 
PROOF. If P,, is not a subset of P, , then there exists d with (ca’d) and 
(bud); but (bcu) by hypothesis, whence (bead) by Theorem 8, and (bed) 
in consequence; so that (bcu’d) by Theorem 8, and (bcu’) at last, which 
contradicts a’ E V(b, c). 
THEOREM 10. {P, : a E X/O} is a nest. 
PROOF. Since inclusion is a partial order, we need only show in the three 
possible cases that either P, C P,, or P,, C P, for any- a, a’. If a, a’ E V(b, c) 
then V(u, c) = V(b, c) by Theorem 9.1, and a’ E V(u, c); thus (u’uc) or 
(uu’c) by the trichotomy, whence P,, C P, or vice versa by Lemma 10. If 
a,a’$V(b,c) then (bca) and (bcu’), so that (bcuu’) or (bcu’u) by Theorem8; 
thus (baa’) or (bu’u) and a, a’ # b, whence P, C P,, or vice versa by Lemma 
10. If one each of a and a’ lies in -V(b, c) and its complement, then P,, C P, 
or vice versa by Lemma 11. 
DEFINITION 12. For any a and a’ 
(1) a < a’ iff P, C P,, 
(2) a < a’ iff a < a’ and a # a’. 
THEOREM 11. < is a linear order on X{e such that a < 6 and b < a 
imply a = b. 
PROOF. Clearly < is a linear order by Theorem 10; also a < b, b < a 
imply P, = Pa, so that F, = Fb , and thus {u} = (b} by Definition 11.3. 
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THE ORDER TOPOLOGY 
In this section also we shall let a, b, c, and d be arbitrary points of X/e; 
and, in terms of the linear order just obtained, we shall interpret the sets 
P, and F, , and the intervals in X/0, which we have studied before. Then we 
shall define in X/0 the order topology Ya, and introduce our last postulate, 
which relates Y0 to the quotient topology @. From this and our earlier 
postulates, we shall prove that (x/e, Ya) has the required properties for 
application of the Urysohn metrization lemma, after which, using the lemma, 
we shall construct the monotone continuous labeling function which is our 
goal. 
THEOREM 12. For any a, a’, b, and c with b # c 
(1) P, = {a’ : a’ < a} 
(2) F,, = {u : a’ < a}. 
PROOF. We need merely show inclusion in (1) and (2), not equality, 
since P, u F, = X/e - {a}; that is, we need merely show that a’ E P, 
implies P,, C P, and that a EF,, implies P,, C P, . If a’ E V(b, c) and 
a r$ V(b, c) then both implications hold, since P,, C P, necessarily by Lemma 
11; while if a E V(b, c) and a’ 4 V(b, c) th en again both implications hold, 
since P, C P,, by Lemma 1 I so that a’ $ P, , and F,, C F, by complementa- 
tion so that a $F,, . 
If a, a’ E V(b, c) then a’ E V(b, c) = V(a, c) by Lemma 9.1, which excludes 
(am’); thus a EF,~ = V(c, a’) excludes (ca’a) and implies (caa’) by the 
trichotomy, while a’ E P, = U(c, a) implies (caa’) by definition, so that in 
either case P,, C P, by Lemma 10. If a, a’ $ V(b, c) then (bca) and (bca’) 
by definition, which exclude (aba’) by Theorem 8 since otherwise (acba’) 
and (&a’); thus a’ E P, = V(b, a) excludes (baa’) and implies (ba’a) 
by the trichotomy, while a EF,+ = U(b, a’) implies (ba’a) by definition, so 
that in either case P, C P, by definition. 
LEMMA 12. For any a, b, c with b # c, a E V(b, c) zfl (I < c. 
PROOF. By Theorem 12, a < tiff a E P,; but P, = V(b, c) since c $ I’@, c). 
THEOREM 13. For any a, a’, b, c with a’ < a, b # c 
(1) [a’ :a] =X/O-P,,, -F, 
(2) (a’ :a)=P,, nF,*. 
PROOF. We need only prove (l), for (1) implies (2) by Definitions 8.2 
and 11.2. If a’ < a E V(b, c) then a’ E V(b, c) by Lemma 12, and a’ E U(E, a), 
409/16/1-x2 
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so that (caa’), by Theorem 12.1; thus we need only show that (a’&) iff 
both (cad) and not (ca’d). But (a’da) implies (a’dac), whence both; and 
(cud) implies either (cadu’), whence (a’du), or (caa’d), whence (ca’d). If 
a > a’ $ V(l(b, c) then a 4 V(b, c) by Lemma 12, and a E U(6, a’), so that 
(Ma), by Theorem 12.2; thus we need only show that (a’da) iff both 
(bald) and not (bad). But (a’da) implies (ba’da), whence both; and (ba’d) 
implies either (ba’du), whence (a’du), or (ba’ad), whence (bad). 
If a’ E V(b, c) and a $ V(b, c) then a $ V(a’, c) by Theorem 9.1 and 
a’ E V(b, a) by Theorem 12.1, which implies (a’ca) and excludes (a’ab); 
thus we need only show that (a’da) iff neither (ca’d) or (bad), that is, 
(a’ad) or (du’a) iff (ca’d) or (bad). But (du’a) iff (da’ca) iff (ca’d); and 
(a’ad) iff (ba’ad) or (a’bad) iff (bad). 
DEFINITION 13. The order topology Ys for X/0 is the topology with 
subbase {P, , F, : a E X/O>. 
LEMMA 13. A base of the order topology is the family of all P, , F, , 
and (a’ : a) with a, a’ in X/O. 
PROOF. The family of all finite intersections from the defining subbase 
is a base of Y0 . But a finite intersection of sets P, has form P, by Theorem 
10, and a finite intersection of sets F, has form F, by complementation. Thus 
a finite intersection of sets P, and F,, has form P, n F,, , which is 4 by 
Theorem 12 when a < a’, and (a’ : a) by Theorem 13 when a’ < a. 
THEOREM 14. (X/0, YO) is a regular Hausdorff space. 
PROOF. For any distinct a, b we may take a < b; then disjoint open sets 
containing a and b respectively are P, and F, when (u : b) = 4, P, and F, 
when c E (u : b). Also for any point c and any neighborhood U of c there 
exists a set V, by Lemma 13, of form F, , Pa , or F, nP, such that c E V C U. 
Now if (u : c) = 9 take a’ = a; then c EF,, = X/O - P, , whence F,t is 
both open and closed. But if (a : c) # 4 take a’ E (u : c); then 
c E F,, C X/O - P,, C F, , whence the closure of Fap lies in F, . Likewise, 
by interchanging F and P, we can choose b’ such that c E P,, and the closure 
of Pb. lies in Pb . Then if V’ = F,, , Pb, or F,, n P,) according to the form 
of V, then c E V’, and the closure of V’ C V C U. 
POSTULATE 5. TO C 92. 
By the next lemma, this postulate has several equivalent and simpler 
forms; by Theorem 1 the second form, for s&e order topology, is necessary 
that on X there exist a continuous labeling function. Since 8 is the quotient 
topology of Definition 3.3, this postulate relates Ye to the topology .Y of X, 
and this permits us to carry additional properties from X to X/e. 
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LEMMA 14. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) GC@, 
(2) for any a, P, andF, are S-open, 
(3) for any distinct a and b, U(a, b) is @-open, 
(4) for any distinct a and b, V(a, b) is @-open, 
(5) If b E (a : c) for any a, b, c, then there exists a %-neighborhood U of c 
such that b E (a : d) for any d E U. 
PROOF. Clearly (1) iff (2), for by Definition 13 9s is generated by its 
members of form P, and F,; and (2) iff both (3) and (4), for by Theorem 9.3 
the family of all P, and F, is precisely the family of all U(a, b) and V(a, b). 
But by Theorem 9.2 any nonvoid U(a, b) has the form V(a’, b), and by 
Definition 10.2 any V(u, b) with void U(u, b) has the form X/e - {b}. Thus 
(4) S- (3), since 4 is open for any topology; (3) =z- (4), since X/0 -{b) is 
@-open by Postulate 3; and either (3) or (4) implies both, and therefore (2). 
Finally (3) iff (5), since b E (a : d) iff d E U(u, b). 
THEOREM 15. (x/19,9J is a separable, connected, normal space with a 
countable base. 
PROOF. Any &-open set V is %-open by Postulate 5, so that O-l(V) 
is y-open by Definition 3.3 and Q is continuous into y0 . By Postulate 2, 
X is connected and contains a denumerable dense set Y, so that X/S = e(X) 
is connected, and contains the denumerable dense set A = O(Y), since 
y E O--l(V) and thus 8(y) E I’ for some y in Y. Now (a : c) is nonvoid for 
any distinct a and c, since otherwise X/9 is the disjoint union, if, say, a < c, 
of open sets F, and P,; and thus (Fa, Pa, Fa, n P, : a, b E A} is a denume- 
rable base for S$ . For if c E F, and we take a’ E (a : c) then c E F,, C F, , 
ifcEP1,andwetakeb’E(c:b)thencEPb,CP~,andifcEF,nPbthen 
c E F,, n Pa, C (a : b). By this and Theorem 14, X/0 is a regular Lindelof 
space, and thus normal.g 
PARAMETRIZATION 
In this section we shall again let a, b, c, and d be arbitrary points of X/e, 
and show that this space, with the order topology, is homeomorphic to a 
point or interval of R. We must first settle by a lemma the case in which X/S 
has too few points for our order theorems to be operative; this could have 
been treated earlier, since it requires only Postulates 1, 2 and 3; but it has 
been postponed to this more instructive time. We can then easily construct 
D For example, see Theorem 4.1 of Kelley. 
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a monotone continuous labeling function on X, and indicate a few possible 
generalizations of our results. Since this work yields a continuous parameter 
on X by an argument modeled on the Urysohn metrization theorem, it may 
be, in two senses, called parametrization. 
LEMMA 15. For any distinct a, b with a < b there exists a monotone con- 
t&oars function g from (X/e, YO) into [0, l] such that g(d) = 0 for d < a and 
g(d) = 1 for b < d. 
PROOF. Since (d : d < u} and {d : b < d} are closed sets by Lemma 14.2, 
10 the Urysohn metrization lemma states this except for the monotone pro- 
perty, which follows from the construction. That is, between the binary 
rationals of [0, I] and a subset of [a : b] we set up inductively, for ever larger 
denominators, a monotone one-to-one correspondence a(h); and then show 
that g(d) = inf {A : d E PatA,), which is clearly monotone, is the required 
function. 
LEMMA 16. #(X/O) = 0, 1, or 00. 
PROOF. If X/c9 is a nonvoid finite set, then it is a disjoint finite union of 
points, which are @-closed sets by Postulate 3, and it is therefore not con- 
nected unless #(X/e) = 1. However, (X/B, GY) is the continuous image of X, 
which is connected by Postulate 2. 
THEOREM 16. There exists u monotone homeomarphism of (X/e, Fe) onto 
a point of interval of [0, 11. 
PROOF. If #(X/e) = 0 or 1, then this is trivial; otherwise let A be a 
denumerable dense set in X/e, let Q be the clearly denumerable set of all 
pairs (a, b) in A x A with a < b, and for each (a, b) in Q let 01 (a, b) be a posi- 
tive number such that Co (~(a, b) = 1. For each (a, b) in Q let g,,, be the 
monotone continuous function of Lemma 15 and let g = Ca a(a, b) g,,, . 
This sum is uniformly convergent, whence g is continuous; so that g(X/e) 
is connected, and thus an interval. But in X/0 each interval (c : d) includes an 
interval (a : b) with (a, b) in Q, on which the summand (~(a, b)g,,, is strictly 
increasing; thus g is strictly increasing, and the inverse image of each relative 
open interval in [0, I] is a set of form F, , Pa, or F, n Pb , so that g is a 
monotone homeomorphism. 
COROLLARY. There exists for 0 a continuous labeling function f such that 
f,!6’ ti monotone, und such thut f/d is u homeomorphinn of (X/e, 43) ZY &, = ~8. 
lo For example, see Lemma 4.4 of Kelley. 
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PROOF. By Postulate 5, the function g of Theorem 16 is continuous from 
(X/e, %) into [0, 11; f i we takef/0 = g, then by Lemma 1 the labeling func- 
tion f is uniquely defined and continuous. Since f/d is one-to-one, the Ys- 
open sets of X/e and the relative open sets of the image also correspond 
one-to-one, whence f/d is not open unless % C Ya . 
To get Theorem 16 and its corollary we have made five postulates, which 
can all be stated in terms of thermal equilibrium or 0, and quasi-static 
processes or paths, but which we have more concisely given as: (1) 0 is an 
equivalence relation on X; (2) X is a pathwise-connected separable metric 
space; (3) X/e is a T1 space; (4) at least one of (a&), (bcu), and (cab) holds 
for any a, b, and c; and (5) Ya C 9. Postulates 2-5 yield the continuity and 
order properties of empirical temperature which, as we have shown, are not 
derivable from Postulate 1 alone. 
We found in using Postulate 2 that we could require merely that any two 
points of X lie in a common continuum, rather than a common path; but 
since X is a Hausdorff space, any continuum covering two points contains 
minimal such continua, which are paths. We can more significantly weaken 
this postulate by taking X merely a countable union of pathwise-connected 
separable metric spaces; for by Theorem 16 each such quasi-component can 
be homeomorphically mapped into a disjoint interval of R. However, exclu- 
ding minor cavils such as these, our five postulates are essentially necessary, 
and demonstrably sufficient. 
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